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India is a multilingual country and its history, culture and tradition are richly found in the 

regional literature.  Translation is a tool which unlocks the treasure of the varied culture of India 

buried in the regional literatureto the world.  Translation is a linguistic activity, but belongs to 

semiotics, the science that studies sign systems or structures, sign processes and sign functions as 

delineated by Hawkes in Structuralism and Semiotics
1
.  Translation is not just the transfer of 

meaning from one set of language sign to another set of language sign but involves extra-linguistic 

criteria.  Edward Sapir claims that human beings are at the mercy of language which is a medium of 

expression in the society.  According to him language determines experiences, which are 

individualistic representing a separate entity.  No two languages are similar, and they do not 

represent same social reality.
2
 

 

Soviet Semiotics scholar Juri Lotman declares that, “No language can exist unless it is 

steeped in the context of culture; and no culture can exist which does not have at its center, the 

structure of natural language”.
3
  This confirms that language cannot be separated from culture.  So if 

a translator treats the text in isolation from the culture it is done at his own risk.  Therefore language 

is the heart within the body of culture.  One cannot be separated from the other. 

 

On the linguistic level, translation into the first language provides the translator with some 

advantages, such as an instinctive knowledge of morphological, semantic, syntactic, and lexical 

aspects of his or her mother tongue because the translator acquires these linguistic elements naturally 

in the course of time.  Whereas translation into a second language is advanced by bookish knowledge 

and through knowledge learnt outside its natural context and not acquired.  The translator has to 

consult more than one reference and dictionary for arriving at the right meaning of a certain word or 

phrase.  The search for an appropriate equivalent in the target language takes a long time.  

 

Popovic‟s translation equivalence identifies Stylistic (translational) equivalence which aims 

at functional equivalence of elements in both original and translation and aims at an expressive 

identity with invariably identical meaning. Translation involves, not just the replacement of the 

lexical and grammatical items but is the process of discarding the basic linguistic elements of the 
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Source Language text to achieve Popovic‟s „expressive identity‟ between the original and translated 

work. 

  

 Volosinor‟s work on Marxism and Philosophy, Makarovsky‟s on the semiotics of art and 

Jakobson and Levy‟s on translation established new criteria and show that translation is not a pursuit 

accessible to anyone with a “a minimal knowledge of another language”
4
  but as Randolph Quirk 

says it is the most difficult task taken upon by a writer.  Susan Bassnett quotes Levy in Translation 

Studies,“A translation is not a monastic composition, but an interpenetration and conglomerate of 

two cultures.  On the one hand there are the semantic content and the formal contour of the original, 

on the other hand the entire system of aesthetic features bound up with the language of the 

translator”.
5
This is quite contradictory to Hillaire Belloc‟s view in his lecture On Translation on the 

status of translation which is considered as a subsidiary art
6
.  It is not given the dignity of an original 

work. This natural underestimation of its value has had the bad practical effect of lowering the 

standard demanded, and in some periods has almost destroyed the art together. The corresponding 

misunderstanding of its character has added to its degradation: neither its importance not its 

difficulty has been grasped.
7
 Thus translation was considered to be a mechanical work rather than a 

creative work.  But now it has achieved prominence as a primary activity, as it adds to accumulated 

and unknown knowledge. 

 

The present translation is the process of transfer from the Source Language to the Target 

Language.  In this process one realizes that no full equivalence can be achieved at and accepts the 

untranslatability of the poetic form.  George Mounin affirms Jakobson‟s arguments on the problem 

of linguistic untranslatability and perceives that translation is a series of operations comprising 

signification and function within a given culture.  Even the translation of simple word of greeting 

depends on the social context, the class position and the status of the speaker and the resultant weight 

of colloquial greeting in different societies.  So the translation of the most straightforward word can 

be difficult. Based on the above theoretical information on translation, one can easily comprehend 

the difficulties involved in translating a Tamil ballad which is interpolated with Telugu script to a 

large extent.  

 

I 

Tamil culture abounds in ballads and it forms a good source for the historians to reconstruct 

the past.  These folklores depict the life and history, social and religious customs and culture of the 

people. Ramappayyan Ammanai is one of the earliest historical ballads in Tamil and Kaṭṭabommaṉ 

kūttu or Kattabomman Kathai Padal is probably the most popular one and stands foremost among 

all. The story of Kattabomman is a familiar one. It is interesting to reconstruct the story of 

Kaṭṭabommaṉ from the local folk kūttu which have been rendered in compilations by Tamil scholars. 

The English translation of the Kattabomman kuttu would be of scholarly significance to those who 

are interested in the Indian Freedom Movement. 

 

Kaṭṭabommaṉ, popularly called VīraPānḍya Kaṭṭabommaṉ belonged to a family of Telugu 

feudal chieftains who held command over a small principality around Pancālaṅkuṟicci (erstwhile 
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Tirunelvēli district) in the latter half of the 18th century. Centuries earlier, the Telugus had come to 

the Tamil country, ruled the land and mixed with the local population. Vīra Pānḍya Kaṭṭabommu 

Nāyaka was nominated the chief of his fief by the family at about the age of thirty in 1791 and he 

commanded the good will of his brothers, officers of the estate and the subjects. He was a man of 

peaceful disposition. He refused to pay the kist to the British so the arrears of kist accumulated. The 

Company administration followed the policy of divide and rule and conducted a survey of pāļayams 

and took away two of the villages (Aruṅkuļam and Subbalāpuram) belonging to Pāncālankuṟicci and 

assigned them to the Eṭṭayāpuram pāļayam that was related to the family of Pāncālankuṟicci. This led 

to the confrontation between the British and Kattabomman. 

 

The British initiated military action against Kattabomman and determined to annihilate his 

palayam. Col. Heron, Major Fullerton and Jackson tried to defeat Kattabomman in different battles 

but in vein. At last John Bannerman succeeded in capturing Kattabomman due to treachery of Vijaya 

Raghunatha Tondaiman of Pudukottai.  

 

On 16th October 1799, Kaṭṭabommaṉ was brought to Kayattāṟu for a trial. A charge-sheet 

was read and Kaṭṭabommaṉ was decreed to be hanged to death. Kattabomman was not ready to 

counter the charges or seek pardon but very boldly accepted the charges levelled against him. At the 

end of trial, the English commander pronounced his judgement and awarded the death sentence. On 

the evening of 16th October he was taken to a tamarind tree near the old fort of Kayattar and hanged. 

Bannerman writes in his memoirs: 

 

It may not be amiss here to observe that the manner and behaviour of the Poligar 

during the whole time of his being before those who were assembled yesterday at the 

examination, which took place, were undaunted and supercilious. He frequently eyed 

the Etiapore (Eṭṭayāpuram) Poligar, who had been so active in attempting to secure 

his person, and the Poligar of Sivagiri with an appearance of indignant scorn, and 

when he went out to be executed, he walked with a firm and daring air and cast looks 

of sullen contempt on the Poligars to his right and left, as he passed. It was reported to 

me that on his way to the place of execution, he expressed some anxiety for his dumb 

brother (Oomathurai) alone; and said, when he reached the foot of the tree, on which 

he was hanged, that he then regretted having left his fort, in defense of which it would 

have been better for him to have died
8
.  

 

 Thus, Kattabomman‟s valor was acknowledged even by the foe.  Until death he did not 

surrender to anyone or beg for life.  He rose against British authoritarianism and his fight for the 

motherland can be called the first war of Independence, though an unorganized one. 

  

 Vira Pandiya Kattabomman, the name was ever in the hearts of the local people and his 

heroic deeds were popularized through local ballads.  There have been popular rulers, but not many 

have found place in Tamil folklore.  Kattabomman Kuttu very clearly reveals information which has 

not been brought to light by other sources.  This led to the translation of the Kuttu for the purpose of 
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recording historicity. However, in the process of translation, one comes across a different kind of 

obstacle as it is rendered bilingually in Tamil and Telugu.  The Tamil scholars who compiled the 

Kuttu were unable to find the right equivalent for the Telugu words in Tamil.  They resorted to code-

mixing and used the Tamil script to reproduce the Telugu words.  Hence, it becomes essential that 

the translator of Kattabomman Kuttu should be proficient in bilingualism and have a thorough 

knowledge of both the Telugu and Tamil Language, at least in the spoken form, to translate it into 

English.  In the process, some of the passages posed a challenge because of its bilingual script. A few 

are quoted from the Kuttu here. 

 

II 

In the current Tamil ballad the Tamil scholars have resorted to code-mixing as mentioned 

earlier to record the Telugu words that had been used in the folklore. The following lines have been 

quoted from the original and the translation is produced for discussion. 

 

fk;gsj;jhh; kioapy;yhky; tUj;jKw;W nry;ynghk;KJiuapl Kiuj;jy;-
fk;gsj;jhh; nrhy;tJ Nkw;gb re;jk;-njYq;F 

 
xNu xNu uz;lh xf cj;j khl;lY nrg;g ngha;Nad;  
thd ke;j R+lz;luh kQ;R nthfl;bAq; fhdKuh 
,y;yTz;bj;j NkejU vy;ygJ Nfjp nrg;gz;luh 
Nkhf;Nf nja;TKNufhd NkhrK Nrjpjh ngha; NarNd 
tpj;jpd gj;jp nrl;le;j tpl;bY jpNdrp ngha; NarNd 
VkpNrNrjp nrg;gz;luh ve;J ngha;Najp nrg; gz;luh 
thdFhprpd Njr KFNkK ngha;ap gJf thyhuh 
jr;rz rPikF Nghf thyh jy;yp gpl;lY ghhp uz;lh 
 

This event is presumed to have taken place in the original native land of the 

kambaļattār in Ballary. 

Due to the failure of rain the kambaļams plan to migrate southward. 

 

This part of the text is in Telugu: 

 “Come my brothers. There is no rain. 

The cotton plants have been eaten by the beetles. The goddesses have deserted us.Let 

us move south in search of a better home where rain pours”. 

 

njr;rzk; Nehf;fpf; fk;gsk; nry;tJ Nkw;gb re;jk;-njYq;F 
 

uz;luh uz;luh Nghj;jKuh uh[h thf;fl nrg;gha 
uh[hthf;fl nrg;gha e];]Tz;lhjp ekgJF 
vy;yTz;bdhY Kz;b ngha;ap ,d;dNl jr;rzk; Nghfthyh 
jr;rz rPikF Nghj;Njjh xr;rpd Jd;gK jPungha;ap 

 

The migrating chief tells his comrades (Telugu): 
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Ranḍarā Ranḍarā pottāmurā rājā vākkaḍa ceppāya “Come, come (my brothers), I have 

got the permission of the king, let us move”. We shall go to the south, then only our 

sufferings will cease. 

 

 The above mentioned lines posed a problem for the translator as the Telugu vocabulary is in 

Tamil script.  “Ranḍarā Ranḍarā pottāmurā rājā vākkaḍa ceppāya” is the English transliteration of 

the Telugu words.  Since the translator is well versed in both the languages, that is Tamil and Telugu 

he is able to translate it into English.  He retains the cultural and historical content present in the text.      

 

The lines that follow also pose a challenge which is tackled with care to retain the originality 

of text to the utmost.                      

 

nrd;w fk;gsq;fs; ,ilapilNa jq;f Ntz;ba ,lq;fspy; jq;fp> 
nrf;fhuf;Fb nrd;W ,jpy; thrk; nra;Nthnkd MNyhrid-nghpa ehaf;fh; 
nrhy;tJ  

  Nkw;gb re;jk; 
 
xNu xNu Kj;jhY xf cj;j khl;lY nrg;g ngha;Nad; 
<ljhuhkd me;jUD ,d;gK ngl;b gj;Jftyh 
rf;fk;kh ,y;Yfl;ltyh re;Njh~ Kfgj;Jftyh 
kdFkpy;Y fl;lthyh kq;fs NÑK ngl;lthyh 

 

The migration of the kambalams start, they go on moving staying on the way in 

places for rest and finally reach a place called Cekkārakkuṭi in Tirunelvēli. 

 

On reaching Cekkārakkuṭi the chief says: 

Ore ore Muddālu oka uttamamāṭṭalu ceppa poyyen O Mudyalu, I am going to tell you 

a word. 

This is the place where we could live happily. 

Let us build a house for Jakkamma and live a happy life. Our subjects shall be happy. 

 

Ml;Lf;fhuh; nrhd;dijf; Nfl;lTld; ekJ uh[hf;fs;jhd; mq;Nf 
te;jpUf;fyhk;. ,g;NghJ nrd;W ghh;f;f Ntz;Lnkdf; fk;gsq;fs; nfw;rpjk;-
Nkw;gb re;jk; nghpa ehaf;fh; nrhy;tJ 
 
xNu xNu Kj;jhY xf cj;j khl;lY nrg;g ngha;Nad; 
me;J xr;rpd uh[hthU me;jWD kd jy;yp gpl;l  
<NghLY nrg;gkhl;l ,q;f Xfypir tpd tz;lwh  
me;jU uz;luh Nghj;jKuh ma;ah thWj;j R+lthyh 
kr;rp fhynkhr;NrNr kq;FfhyK ngha;NaNr 
Nghj;jKuh xNuNghj;jKuh NghLyh me;jU Nghj;jKuh 

It is quite likely that our rājas have come, right now let us go and see; 

Periyanāyaka says: 
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Speaks in Telugu: Ore Ore Mutyālu oka māṭṭalu ceppapoyyēn “O! Muttālu I am going 

to tell you a word”. 

Our rājas have come. 

Those that have come are our mothers‟ children (Telugu: talli biddalu). 

Listen to me. Let us all go and see them.  

The good times are coming. 

The bad days have gone.  

Let us go, Let us all go. 

 

 The ballad confronts the translator with a challenge to produce a piece beneficial in every 

way.  The translator overcomes these challenges and comes out successful in tackling the Telugu 

script code-mixed in the Tamil script. 

 

III 

The translator does not just face the hurdle of a bilingual text, but he also comes across 

passages where there are expressions which cannot be understood by a person who does not 

understand the Tamil culture and tradition.                         

  

In the following passage there is reference to a washerwoman singing to her husband and 

addresses her lineage proudly.  She uses the expression "Hurrei Hurrei Hei! Hurrei Hurrei Hei" 

which is actually the sound let out by a person riding a horse or a donkey.  This cannot be translated.   

Hence the translator transliterates the expression as it is in the original. 

 

tz;zhj;jp t];jpuk; ryit nra;ag; Gwg;gly;-njk;khq;F re;jk; 
 
MidNkNy mOf;nfLf;Fk; Vkr;rhd; 
Mz;btz;zhd; Ngj;jp ehNd jpy;NyNy NyhNy NyhNy Nyh 
jd;dhd;ddhdhdhNd FjpiuNkNy mOf;nfLf;Fk; Vkr;rhd; 
Fkutz;zhd; Ngj;jpehNd jpy;NyNy NyhNyh NyhNy Nyh 
fOijNkNy mOf;nfLf;Fk; Vkhkh fUg;gtz;zhd; Ngj;jp ehNd 
jpy;NyNy NyhNy Nyh 

 

The Washerwoman’s Song 

 

Oh my hubby! Sitting on the elephant and lording it over me, 

I know you are only washing it. 

Please remember washerman Andi is my grand dad  

Hurrrei Hurrei Hei! Hurrei Hurrei Hei! 

Oh you mounted on horse-back  

And lording it over me, 

I know you are only washing it 

Please remember washerman Kumaran is my grand dad.  

Hurrei Hurrei Hei! Hurrei Hurrei Hei! 
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Oh my hubby! mounted on the donkey and washing it,  

Please remember, washermanKaruppan too is my grand dad.  

Hurrei Hurrei Hei! Hurrei Hurrei Hei! 

 

tz;zhj;jp jd; GU~idg; ghh;j;Jr; nrhy;tJ 
 
fOFkiy FUtpFsk; Vrz;lhsh 
fz;nlLj;j Rz;LKj;J Vrz;lhsh 
Rz;LKj;ijf; fhzhky; Vrz;lhsh 
Rz;LjNd fz;zPiu Vrz;lhsh 
ehDk; ele;jpUg;Ngd; Vrz;lhsh 
elg;ghiug; ghh;j;jpUg;Ngd; Vrz;lhsh 
rhkp eiliag; Nghny Vrz;lhsh 
iraypNy ehdfhNzd; Vrz;lhsh 

 

Washerwoman tells her husband 

 

Kalugumalai Kuruvikulam oh you chandala! 

A pearl-marble treasure find oh you chandala! 

Not finding the pearl-marble oh you chandala! 

He is wiping pearl like tear oh you chandala! 

I too have walked oh you chandala 

I have seen others walk oh you chandala! 

Like the walk of the lord oh you chandala! 

Haven‟t seen any gait oh you chandala! 

 

 In the above lines the washerwoman chides her husband calling him a „chandala‟ which in 

reality a word of abuse used to call a wrong doer.  But this woman uses it as a word of endearment.  

Only a native Tamil speaker can connote the real meaning of the word in the passage.  The following 

provides a comic interlude to the tragic end.  Here the washerwoman sings relating her day to day 

life. 

 

Chpy; mOf;nfLg;gJ-jd;ddr; re;jk; 
 

fOij gj;jTk; Neukhr;R fQ;rpCj;Jq;Nfh mk;kh khNu 
mOf;nfLf;fTk; Neukhr;R md;dk; NghLq;Nfh mk;kh khNu 
Jiwf;Fg; NghfTk; Neukhr;R NrhW NghLq;Nfh mk;kh khNu 
NrhW NghLq;Nfh mk;kh khNu NeukhFJ Nghf NtZk ; 

 

The washerwoman sings while collecting dirty clothes from door to door. The 

washerwoman and her husband are introduced to provide the comic interlude 

before the tragic end of the play. 

 

It‟s time to drive the donkey, 
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Pour me the gruel, oh my ladies! 

It‟s time for collecting the dirty clothes, 

Fill my bowl with rice, oh my ladies? 

It‟s late for going to the river, 

Give me rice, oh you ladies! 

Give me the rice ladies, it is late, I should go. 

 

tz;zhj;jp Nriy Jitg;gJ 
 

fl;lnghk;K rPikapNy Nrh Nrh Nrh 
fhuzq;fs; nkj;j cz;lhk; ir ir ir 
Cikj;Jiu rPikapNy Nrh Nrh Nrh 
Cf;fq;fSnkj;j cz;lhk; ir ir ir 
ghQ;rhyp rPikapNy Nrh Nrh Nrh 
ghf;fpaq;fs; nkj;j cz;lhk; ir ir ir 
rJufphp kiy Nahuk; Nrh Nrh Nrh 
rhh;e;jpUf;Fk; jpUFfs;sp ir ir ir 
jpUFfs;sp G+ntLf;f Nrh Nrh Nrh 
jphpe;Njd; rpyfhyk; ir ir ir 
vd; GU~d; mOf;nfLf;f Nrh Nrh Nrh 
,U NgUk; nghjp Rkf;f ir ir ir 
gpd;GU~d; Kd;Nd Nghf Nrh Nrh Nrh 
Ngrkhl;lh rf;fsj;jp ir ir ir 
Mw;Wf;Fs;Ns Cj;Jj;Njhz;b Nrh Nrh Nrh 
mOf;Fr; Nriy nay;yhe; jg;gp ir ir ir 
Ntw;Wg; nghOjhF Kd;Nd Nrh Nrh Nrh 
tPl;Lf;F ehk; Nghf NtZk; ir ir ir 

 

Similarly, in the lines that are mentioned below,the washerwoman sings the praise of Lord 

Oomaithurai and the land of Kattabomman and Panchali and about her routine work.  As she is 

washing the clothes, sound emanates from her lips, such as "chochocho," and “chai chaichai" which 

alternates with her song in the form of a chorus.  She utters these words to relieve her exhaustion.  

These words cannot be translated but can only be transliterated.                         

 

The washerwoman sings while beating the clothes on the washing stone 

 

In the land of Kattabomman cho cho cho,
 

Causes are so many chai chai chai, 

Lord Oomaithurai cho cho cho, 

His courage is matchless chai chai chai, 

In the land of Panchali cho cho cho, 

Fortunes are so many chai chai chai, 

On the foot hills of Chaturagiri cho cho cho, 

There grows tirukalli chai chai chai, 

To pick flowers of tirukalli cho cho cho, 
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I wandered a while chai chai chai, 

My hubby will collect the wash cho cho cho, 

Both of us will carry the bundles chai chai chai, 

My hubby will walk before me cho cho cho, 

My co-wife can‟t talk to him chai chai chai, 

Digging a spring on the river-bed cho cho cho, 

We‟ll wash all the soiled sarees chai chai chai, 

Before the day changes into night cho cho cho, 

We have to reach our home chai chai chai. 

 

 The ballad is thus translated beautifully without compromising its authenticity. The translator 

succeeds in producing a translation which is true to its original.  He facilitates in producing a 

valuable piece of translation which adds to the literary treasure.  He moves beyond the old 

distinctions which devalues the study and practice of translation. 

 

The translation of the Tamil ballad Kattabomman Kuttu has brought to light the different 

barriers that the translator comes across.  The ballad is rendered bilingual and the translator is 

benefitted by his knowledge of the two languages that is Tamil and Telugu.  Of course, there are 

hurdles in finding the equivalent word to expressions which denote cultural and traditional meaning.  

But it is overcome, and the result is the book.  In the process one can assess the difficulty of a 

translator who takes upon a bilingual text for translation with the intention of recording history for 

posterity. He takes the responsibility to overcome the challenges and render a translation by retaining 

the originality. 

================================================================ 
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